
WRITE AN ESSAY ON THE PROMOTION STRATEGY IN MARKETING

Promotion in Marketing Essay On analyzing the promotional strategy used by Lexus, it is important to dwell upon the
major components of.

Get ideas for your word of mouth marketing campaign by looking to successful brands who did it right. Value
is based. Sales promotion is the marketing strategy that has proven to be efficient and generate high sales
response If you look back at Section 2, you were given 8 methods that are widely used to promote products
and services for sale. It's confirming the payment options. People You will most likely have to engage with
suppliers, distributors, wholesalers, stakeholders and employees to get your product or services to market.
When you buy one pair of shoes from TOMS, one pair is also donated to a child in need of shoes. If sales have
been lower than usual, then the aim may be to get them back up to target level by re-engaging old customers
and encouraging new ones to try a product out. These enterprises, such as the consumer Research, the public
distribution system, the mass media and other means. Special offers and sales promotions may also be used to
pull in customers while in some markets push strategies may be used simultaneously employed. The best way
to do this is through guest posting or creating pieces of thought leadership that others will be happy to share.
For example, imagine your friend told you about a special happy hour deal on Tuesdays at a bar near your
house. With your event now ready for prime time you should get your first major email blast out to your
potential attendees, including those who pre-registered. The media, opinion leaders, Trade associations and
special interest groups are some of these influencers. On analyzing the promotional strategy used by Lexus, it
is important to dwell upon the major components of promotion mix used by the company to promote its
products and to reach the target customer group. Why not reach out to your existing attendees and incentivise
them to promote the event on your behalf? You probably would not want to market adult diapers using a
strong internet presence because many seniors are fairly computer illiterate, but doing something like putting a
coupon in a senior living magazine might work nicely. Who is attending â€” anyone famous? Sending free
samples to a blogger then depends on their discretion and opinion and is not usually swayed by payment. PR
activities are an example of such a solution where positive messages are sent through different mediums to the
public, eventually establishing a positive reputation over time. As mentioned, its biggest drawback is
establishing trust because of its impersonal nature. If your company takes the time to do this, then you stand a
good chance of meeting your overall sales goals when you take your marketing message to your target
audience. As I referenced earlier, people love referrals. One is to make the customer aware that the product
and brand exist. Hearing about an underground club or secret menu item triggers our need to belong to an
exclusive group. These providers know what a powerful tool social media has become for advertising and
marketing, and it costs a fair amount for those who use it. With any of these options you can turn them on and
off at will, so you could concentrate your spend just a couple of weeks or so before each early bird offer, or
your event launch, helping to reinforce and amplify all your other marketing activities to enjoy maximum
reach and impact. In this regard, television provides Lexus with the broad audience but the company still fails
to reach the target customer group specifically. For instance, customers are attracted by online services offered
by Lexus. In fact, Lexus can develop its online marketing to maintain the communication with its customers.
This enabled the company to redesign its manufacturing and bring product quality and brand image at par with
competitors in the UK and eventually the world. Word-of-mouth advertising WOM advertising , also called
word of mouth marketing, is the process of actively influencing and encouraging organic word of mouth
discussion about a brand, organization, resource or event. The first to move negative perceptions to neutral and
the second to move neutral perceptions to positive. Come up with a compelling hook â€” Find your unique
story angle. Quite the opposite, there are a number of ways to approach the audience with information about
the product. In order to spearhead word of mouth, Chipotle created a haunting video, with an accompanying
iPhone app, depicting a dreary, over-processed world run by machinery. In such a situation, the promotional
strategy of Lexus is crucial for the effective marketing strategy and for the improvement of the position of the
company. You can use this to fuel the rest of your pre-event marketing and rally people around your idea and
convince them of the need for your event. This paper will utilize three sources to describe the elements of the
marketing mix. The drawback to using this method is that people may see it for exactly what it is and be
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further dissuaded about purchasing your product or service. To find out how to do this effectively, look to
successful word of mouth marketing examples for inspiration. Pull Strategies In the opposite approach, there
is an attempt to pull customers towards the brand or product.


